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The scholarships will include
tuition, fees, and books. The six
students will also be eligible for
part-time employmentunder the
federal work-study program.
The names of the scholarship
winners, fourgirls and two boys,
will be released this noon at a




The cast has been selectedfor
Teatro Inigo's winter presenta-
tion of "The Persecution and
Assassination of Jean-Paul Ma-
rat asPerformedby the Inmates
of the Asylum at Charenton Un-
der the Directionof the Marquis
De Sade" ("Marat/Sade").
Members of the cast are: M.
Coulmier, Neil O'Leary; Mme.
Coulmier, Mary Golette; Mile.
Coulmier, Cindy Hart; Herald,
KenKurrenbach; Jean-Paul Ma-
rat, David Friedt; Simonne Ev-
rard, Dianne Bye; Charlotte
Corday, KathleenFoley; Duper-
ret,DarrellRichardson; Jacques
Roux; John Collins, Cucurucu,
Myron Myers; Polpoch, James
Hemmen; Rosignol, Jerilyn Da-
dosio; Marquis De Sade, Robert
Lee; Voltaire, Peter Waterway,
andLavoisier, Jim Halliburton.
"Marat/Sade,"by Peter Weiss,
will open on February 15 under
the direction of William Dore.
The play, which is accompa-
nied by music, is controversial
in nature and will be performed
for the first time in the Seattle
area.
A total of 369 S.U. stu-
dents are listed on the fall
quarter honor roll, released
last week. 116 students
were able to maintain a
4.00 average for the quar-
ter.
One hundred and eight
others garnered grades av-
eraging better than 3.75,
and the minimum 3.50 hon-
or roll requirement was
achieved or bettered by145
3tudents.
Names of all honor roll
students are listed below.
4.00
Michael Acres, Richard Alex-
ander, Ernest Anderson, Lorna
Atkinson, William Ayres, Cath-
erine Bartlett, Carolyn Basom,
Helaine Bavier, Margaret Beck-
ley, Janice Borden, Richard
Bossi and Margaret Boyle.
Mary Campion, Cathleen Car-
ney, Patricia Cason, Thomas
Champoux,Timothy Clark, Aud-
rey Clayton, Mary Cleary,
Thomas Colello, Nancy Conyers
and John Cooper.
KENNETH COX, Karen Dan-
iel, RobertDeltete, Susan Dem-
mel,Patrick Derr, Cheryl Ditt-
man, Dennis Donovan, Joseph
Donovan, Marilyn Dube, James
Duff and Nancy Duncan.
Marianne Fattorini, Thomas
Finn, George Fisher, Sharon
Flanagan,Philip Foubert, Mari-
lyn Franzin, Dustin Frederick,
Patricia Garrod, Mary AnnGer-
aghty,MaryLee Graves,Jerome
Griswold, Carol Harbolt, Daniel^Harkins, Mary Harmon, Susan*
Hartman, Pamela Henderson,
S.U. has gained an "or-
chestra in residence." The
Thalia Symphony Orches-
tra will be performing at S.U.
at noon the second Wednesday
of each month. Dr. Louis Chris-
tensen, of the S.U. musical de-
partment hopes that the "Thalia
Symphony will becomeapart of
the cultural scene at S.U."
The director, Mikael Schere-
mettew, is an exiled Russian
count.
According to the symphony
librarian, Mrs. M. Nelson, "The
symphony does some quartet
work, playing substantially
classical music. It is basically
a study group where peoplewith
musical talent come to play."
DR. CHRISTENSEN feels
since the musicians come to
play only out of interest, they
are "in a sense better than the
professionals."
Together there are seven dif-
ferent groups which compose
the entire Thalia organization,
S.U. Cultural Scene
Gains Own Symphony
six of which are for children.
The adult orchestrais the oldest
and has the best artists. The
orchestra was started in 1949
and was intended for opera per-
formances. Since then it has
gradually changedto its present
state.
Dr. Christensen described the
orchestra as "a living thing
where people go to continue
their musical endeavors."
THE ORCHESTRA will per-
form for the first time at S.U.
at 12: 15 p.m. in Pigott Audi-
torium. Wednesday the orches-
tra will play "Sonata in A Ma-
jor, Opus 100," by Brahms, with
piano and violinsolos by Mikael
Scheremettew and Elizabeth
Turner; "Madrigals for aMixed
Choir,'' traditional melodies
performed by the S.U. Madrigal
Ensemble; and "Eight Minia-
tures for StringedQuartet; Opus
4 Number 31" playedby Mikael
Scheremettew, Mary Louise Da-
vis, Theodore Turner and Bar-
bara Reeder.




and "Carryin' On." Some
of his most popular blues ar-
rangements are "Tobacco
Road," "Cotton Fields," "Blues
for a Four-String Guitar," and
"St. Louis Blues."
In1963 he was listed in Down-
beat JazzPolls for the first time
and has guest-starred in numer-
ous television programs and
made personal appearances
throughout the nation.
A young singer with a feeling
for the blues, Lou Rawls, is
the big name entertainment for
the 76th Homecoming of S.U.
The performance is scheduled
for 8:30 p.m. Wednesday, Jan.
24, in the Seattle Center Opera
House. Tickets will besold from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. beginning
Wednesday in the Chieftain.
Rawls' latest three albums
are, "Lou Rawls Live!," "Soul-
HUGH MASEKELA
CHISA means to swing in
Zulu. The man from CHISA,
Hugh Masekela, has been billed
by the homecoming committee
to appear as the on-campus
name entertainment Friday,
Jan. 26, in the gym. Tickets are
$1.25.
Masekela, who records on the
CHISA label, combines the tra-
ditional South African music
with modern American jazz.
The self-taught trumpet player
uses his knowledge of native Jo-
hannesburg, South Africa, mu-
sic in the arrangements.
369 Students Gain
Honor Roll Status
Masekela studied at both the
Royal Academy of Music in
London and at the Manhattan
School of Music in the United
States. When he was a student
in this country he was sponsor-
ed by Harry Belafonte.
He has recently appeared at
the Whiskey a Go Go.
Some of his current albums
are: "The Americanization of
Ooga Booga," "Hugh Maseke-
la's Next Album," "The Eman-
cipation of Hugh Masekela" and
"Hugh Masekela's Latest." SEATTLESpectatorUNIVERSITY




Hopps and Susan Hosking.
Nancy Jansen, Lawrence Jay,
Bonnie Kalb, Mary Kay, Mary
Kehoe, Julie Kircher, Martha
Knoeber, Richard Knoeber, Ro-
bert Kovall, Judith Kovats and
Paula Laschober.
Claire Lidzbarski, Alice Lins-
cott, Linda Linsler, Melinda Lu-
cum, Robbert Maddox, David
Madsen, Mary Mahardy, Kath-
leen Mahr, Elizabeth Martinez
and Theresa McBride.
Marilyn McQuade, Margaret
(Continued on page 3)
By LYNNE BERRY
Five event-filledandbusydays
lie ahead this month for stu-
dens, alumni and friends of the
University. The reason for the
crowded calendar is S.U.'s 76th
Homecoming.
"The Spirit of 76," theme of
the event this year, will guide
campus life from Wednesday,
Jan. 24 through Monday, Jan.
29.
Tickets for all homecoming
events will be on sale from 10
a.m.-3 p.m. beginning Wednes-
day in the Chieftain. Of special
interest to the tickets purchaser
is a "package deal." For $12 a
student may obtain two $5 box
seats for a Lou Rawls concert;
2 seats to aHughMasekela con-
cert, admission for two to the
victory dance and a bid to the
1968 Homecomingdance.
Wednesday, Jan. 24
Blues singer Lou Rawls has
been engaged as the Homecom-
ing big-name entertainment at
8:30 p.m. in the Seattle Center
Opera House. The 1968 Home-
coming Court will be presented
during the evening.
Thursday,Jan. 25
The S.U. Chieftains play Mon-
tana State College in the Seattle
Center Coliseum.
Friday, Jan. 26
Spirit of '76 CollegeNight will
feature Hugh Masekela as the
on-campus name entertainment
at 7:30 p.m. in the gym. Also
included in College Night will
be organizations' displays, club
carnival, basketball team pep
rally, gold fish swallowing con-
test, beard growing contest and
other features.
The alumni HomecomingBall
will be in the San Juan and
Olympic Rooms of Seattle Cen-
ter.
Saturday, Jan. 27
S.U. vs. the Universityof Utah
in the Homecominggame at the
Coliseum. Utah is ranked 7th
nationally; has won 10 games
and lost one. Half-time func-
tions will honor the basketball
teams of 1948 and 1958.
A victory dance follows the
game in Seattle Center's San
JuanRoom.
S.U. Graduates Club willspon-
sor a Senior Men Cocktail Party
in the Center's Tivoli Gardens.
Sunday, Jan. 28
"To Dream the Impossible
Dream," the annual Homecom-
ingdance will be at the Olympic
Hotel. Mary Jo Beaumont will
be crownedas the 1968 queen.
Music for the dance will be





Six young residents of Seat-
tle's central district have re-
ceived full - tuition, four - year
scholarships from S.U.
The scholarships were award-
ed under a program begun last
October by the Very Rev. John
A. Fitterer, S.J., president of
the University, in conjunction
with the Jobs Now program of
the Equal Opportunity Division
of the SeattleChamber of Com-
merce. The campus program is
called S.U. Motivation Scholar-
ships (SUMS).
The purpose of the program,
according to its directors, is to
provide college educations to
"disadvantaged young people"
living inSeattle who display ini-
tiativeand motivationbut would
beunable to attend a university
under normal circumstances.
The recipients are all of low-




They must meet S.U.'s mini-
mum entrancerequirements and
maintain a 2.0 g.p.a., but high
school grade points are judged
in the context of the family en-
vironment.
Help Sought
Students interested in mak-
ing arrangements for the an-
nual Northwest Catholic High
School Press Workshop may
contact Judy Fery, ext. 252.
Dates of the workshop are
February16 and17.
Typists and general "help-
ers" areneeded.
2
O'Donnell Appointed to 37thDistrict
Don O'Donnell greets Mr. Adlai Stevenson 111
oncampus lastyear.
By KERRY WEBSTER
S.U. seniorDan O'Donnell's appointment to the state
legislature as a representative for Seattle's heavily-
Negro district last week made the 22-year-old political




of a raging racial controversy.
O'Donnell was appointed to a
seat formerlyoccupied by a Ne-
gro.
Leading the protest against
the appointment is the Rev. Dr.
John Adams, chairman of the
Central Area Civil Rights Com-
mittee, who called the appoint-
ment "an insulting affront" to
the Negro community.
"We have just been robbed of
the impression that we have
representation," he said.
THE APPOINTMENT was
made by the King County com-
missioners from recommenda-
tions made by the Democratic
Central Committee. The com-
mittee recommended O'Donnell
first, followed by Mrs. Marjorie
King, a Negro, and George
Fleming, also a Negro. Thut
recommendation was a reversal
of that made by the 37th district
committee, which recommended
Mrs. King,Fleming,and O'Don-
nell, in that order.
Commissioner John O'Brien,
an S.U. graduate, and commis-
sioner Ed Mun ro voted for
O'Donnell. Commissioner John
Spellman, also an S.U. graduate
and the lone Republican com-
missioner, voted against him,
saying that he felt the decision
was not representative.
O'Donnell emphasized
Wednesday that the 37th district
committeehad no real power to
makerecommendations. Healso
affirmed that the recommenda-
tions of the Central Committee
were made for political, not
racial, reasons.
"THEY SIMPLY chose the
candidate they fait could win in
a bid for reelection," he said.
City Councilman Sam Smit'.i,
who vacated the position now
occupied by O^Donnell, toldThe
Spectator yesterday that he was
forced by the racial overtones
of the issue to "reluctantly"
withhold his support from fellow
Democrat O'Donnell.
"Dan is a fine kid," Smith
said, "andIknow that he is a
staunch supporter of minorities
in Seattle. He has been thrust
into this spot, and made to ap-
pear something which he is
not."
"Nevertheless," he said, "the
ordinary Negro has no way of
knowing this. Iwould love to
get in and help him out, but
feelings are such now that I
would only render myself use-
less as a political force."
SMITH SAID he had met with
O'Donnell and advised him to
"sit it out and shut up" on the
racial accusations.
"The worst thing he can do
now is to try to defend himself
on these accusations," he said.
"What he'll have to do is just
get in and work on the issues
he'll be running on.
"I told him to become as ac-
tive as possible in the area of
open housing," Smith continued.
O'DONNELL said that he will'Rock' Dance, Concert
Scheduled Jan. 12
begin immediately to try to
build the "confidence and trust"
of the central area residents.
"Your voters have to feel that
you are sympathetic with the
needs of the area," he said.
"They have to feel that they can
come to you for help."
He said he will work on the
issues of unemployment and
open housing, truth in lending,
consumer protection and better
unemployment compensation.
"Being a representative is a
day-to-day job," he said. "It
means going out into your dis-
trict and seeing what the voters
feel you can do for them."
COUNCILMAN Smith said the
timing of O'Donnell's bid was
the cause of the trouble.
"Timing is of the essence in
the field of politics," he said.
"Dan robbed me of a fine
chance to come out for him by
his poor timing."
Smith said the appointment
was doubly dangerous; first,
because it alienated those Ne-
groes who were beginning to
feel that they were accomplish-
ing something politically, and
secondly, because it tended to
give credence to the claims of
the militants that nothing good
can be accomplished for the Ne-
gro within the Establishme: f.
"THESE PEOPLE who are
followers and imitators of Rap
Brown and Stokely Cannichael
can now say 'You see whathap-
pens when we try to play it
their way,' and they can appear
to be telling the truth."
He said that O'Donnell's en-
tirepoliticalcareermay be hurt
becauseof the mistaken impres-
sion created by the appointment.
"We have long memories,"
he said, speaking of the Negro
community. "For instance, al-
though MayorBraman has been
the best mayor for minorities
that Seattle has ever had, none
of us will vote for him yet, be-
cause seven years ago he was
elected on an anti-openhousing
platform."
Most of the principals in the
turmoil agree that O'Donnell is
well qualified for the job and
well disposed toward the Negro
community.
SMITH, WHO knows him and
his family personally, regards
him as "excellently qualified."
Mrs. King, his rival in the ap-
pointment competition, called
him "a conscientious and sin-
cere young man."
Even Rev. Adams refers to
him as "a fine young man."
"I know how he feels," Mrs.
King said. "I'm sorry this mat-
ter of continual racialovertones
has to continue.Ifaced it inmy
campaign."
"I ONLY hope," she said,
"that one day it will not be
present."
O'Donnell's sister, Ann, held
the same position in the 37th
district just before her death in
1965. Mrs. King was appointed
to serve out her term, but was
defeated for re-election in 1966.
O'Donnell is president of the
S.U. Young Democrats. He was
a delegate to the National
Young Democrat convention in
Hollywood, Fla., in November.
Official Notice
At the meeting of the Board of
Trustees on Tuesday, December
19, 1967, it was approvedthat the
fee for changing classes would be
decreased from $10 per change to
$5 per change.
Inasmuch as the catalog for
1968-69 is now in the process of
being printed, it was determined
that this change should be effec-
tive., immediately with Winter
Quarter 1968. This change fee
wouldbe administered in the Reg-
istrar's office and Treasurer's of-
fice at the new amount of $5.
W. C. Adkisson
Treasurer
University Bookstore, and will
go on sale in the ASSU office on
Monday.
The Pavilion, on the U.W.
campus, just recently under-
went an extensive remodeling.
In addition to the new paint and
sound system, the "Pav" sports
a new $225,000 "tartan" floor.
This constitutes what is probab-
ly the largest dance floor in the
Northwest.
The All -College Spectacular
is the first event of its kind any-
where. The doors will open at
7:30 p.m.
Don and the Good Times
Seattle's first AllCollegeSpec-
tacular, a four-hour "rock"
dance and concert, will take
place next Friday at 8 p.m., in
the Hec Edmundsen Pavilion.
The event is open to all college
students and their guests in the
Puget Sound area.
Chuck Bolland, controversial
KJR announcer, will emcee the
Spectacular. The four bands in-
clude Don and the Goodtimes,
Merrilee and the Turnabouts,
the City Zu, and the Kansas
Standard.
Tickets are on sale at Farm-
er's Music, Shoreline Music, the







Themany challengingaerospace programsat Boeing
providea dynamic career growthenvironment. Pick
your spot inapplied research,design, test, manufac-
turing, serviceor facilities engineering,or computer
technology. If you desire an advanced degree and
qualify, Boeing will help you financially with its
GraduateStudyProgram at leadinguniversities near
company facilities.
Visit your college placement office and schedulean
interview with the Boeing representative. Boeing is
an equal opportunity employer.
Divisions: Commercial Airplane " Missile andInformationSystems "
Space' Vertol' Wichita' Also, Boeing ScientificResearch Laboratories
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116 Students Score 4. Grade in Fall Term
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Franta, Glen Frichberg, Denise
Garety, Patricia Graaff, and
RoseMarie Guske.
Marcia Harnetiaux, Ronald
Hart, Penelope Hartman, Mi-
chelle Harvey, Mary Hautala,
Hilda Herbstler, Eric Hilf,
Thomas Hornberg, T he r es e
Hughes, William Huntsman, El-
lenHaley, Rita Jacques, Sharon
Jameson and Susan Janis.
Robert Jones, Justine Jordan,
Jerrie Kalk, Renae King, Paul
Kinley, Jennifer Kirsch, Julie
Koenig, Sharon Koga, Judith
Kornfeind, Carol Landwehr and
Robert Larcher.
ARTHUR LATTERELL, Pat-
rick Layman, Mary Litaker,
Joan Lopresti, Elizabeth Love-
joy, Nancy Lovelace, Edward
Macke, MaryMateo, StevenMc-
Coid, Mary McDermott, Molly




seph Miller, John Miller,Kath-
leen Moll, Elizabeth Moquin,
Steven Morse, Mary Mortensen,
and Joan Schneider.
Patricia Scholes, Loretta
toria Scrivanich, Karen Singhrs,
Stephen Throckmorton, James
Tollefson, Harry Toshi, Ann
Vavra, Karen Wagner, Barbara
Walch, Thomas Waldock, Mary
Walker, Joan Walsh and Betty
Wangerin.
Daniel Weber, Vernon Weit-
zel, Phyllis Weller, Frederick
Whyte, Cara Williams, Paul Wil-
liams, Kenneth Wolfe, Jane




Naughton, Michael Nealen and
Donald Nelson.
Mary Nord, John Oakland,
Rose Marie Paradis, Robert
Peiser, Ronald Perry, Ann Pi-
chette, Robert Prevost, Angel-
inaProntera,JamesPurcell and
Joanne Rappe.
SUSAN REES, Marti Rein-
hart, Terry Retchless, Thomas
Roach, EdmundRobinson,Mary
Roe, Katherine Roemmele, Col-
leen Rounds, Barbara Sardarov
(Continued frompage 1)
Meehan, Karen Meislahn, Gary
Mickelson, Phyllis Miller,Patri-




Grady, Marshall Okada, Cecil
Oliphant,Jacqueline Ordonneau,
Diane Pacheco, Donald Parda,
Charles Partington, Charles
Pearson and Kathleen Prud-
homme.
Mary Reichlin, David Reyn-
olds,, James Rhodes, Patricia
Riordan, Mary Ross, Sharon
Rossiter, James Rundle, Eliza-
beth Saumur, Jerome Savage
and Jean Schier.
Gayle Tolerton, Cheryl Tre-
bon, Michael Urban, Rosemary
Vargo, James Veeder, Theresse
Wakin and Tonia Wanecek.
Pamela Webb, Ann Welch,
Cynthia West, Linda White, Ste-
phen Williams, Sandra Wilson,
Dawn W o1c o11, Christopher
Wong, Eugene Yerabek, Judy
Young and Catherine Zipp.
Above 3.75
Linda Anderson, Judy Bairey,
Andrew Bjorkland, Ron Blood,
Kathleen Brolin, Nicholas
Bowns, Carolyn Brozovich, Di-




Decker, Pamela Didenti, Su-
zanneDion, Mary Duffey,Kath-
ryn Dugaw and Stephen Eisen-
hawer.
TERESA EITELBERG,
Lawrence Farley, Joseph Fio-
retti, Mary Ann Frushour, Mar-
garet Gaffney, Mary Geis, Phil-
ip Gilday, Leland Hale, Mary
Hamilos, Jeanne Harrie, Paul
Higdon, Leo Hindery, Richard
Hoffman, Janice Holkup, Jack
Holly, James Hoover, William
Houze, Susan Hyde and Kather-
in Jacobson.
Earline Jones, Mary Kalnin,
Jerard Kehoe, Celeste Kline,
John Kriebel, Kenneth Kurten-
bach, Cynthia Lam, Susan Kett-
mann, Susan LaFond, Robert
Lee, Gerald Lovchik, Annette
Lund, Anne Machung, Larry
Mar, Martha Marmont, Vincent




Marilyn Mihm, John Monohan,
David Morgan, LeeAnn Mudd,
WilliamNelson, Bradley
Nitsche, Edmond Oberti, Mi-
chael O'Brien, RaymondPanko,
George Pernsteiner, Maryann
Pratt, Elizabeth Pugh and Da-
vid Rann.
ANN REYNOLDS, Barbara
Rich, Beverly Ringstad, John
Roach, Grace Rogers, William
Rogers, Philip Roppo, Karen
Rossman, John Ruoff, Michael
Sargent, Paulette Sather, Mary
Ann Tokin, Valerie Tolan, Mi-
chael Tomaso, Barbara Trachte,
Gary Tribble, Douglas Tyler,
Cheryle Umperovitch, William
Valentine, Diana Von Phul and
Terry Wallen.
Patrick Welch, Mary Wel-come, Teresa White,Martin Wil-
liams and Joanne Zito.
Above 3.5
Adelaida Abiles, Anita Bart-holdi, Scott Baumgartner, Shar-




Brooks, Nancy Browne, Judith
Burns, Susanne Carson, Sandra
Cerne, Susanne Champoux,
Pamela Cline, Pauline Cline,
Kathleen Conners, Stephen Con-
roy, Michael Coolen, David
Corn, Nicholas Corning and
Teresa Cornwell.
MARY COWAN, PamelaCrumb, LawrenceCrumet, Phil-
lip Cummings,Madelon Davies,
Nancy Defuria, Paul Deville,
MaryDolan, Kathleen Donahue,
Linda Dunatov, Craig Duncan
and Janet Dupas.
Maureen Fitts, Barbara Fla-
kus, Timothy Flanagan, Patri-
cia Fowler,GregoryFrank,Kay
Tickets on Sale in ASSU Activities Office
Monday-Friday 2 P.M.-4 P.M.
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Peace in Vietnam remains the avowed aim of Pope
Paul and President Johnson. Only one of these men how-
ever recognizes the distinction between reputable poli-
tical proposalsandpunitive actions.
IN THE last six months the Pope has suggested that
the Vietnam conflict be negotiated at the United Na-
tions; he has further recommended that the U.S.halt the
bombing ofNorth Vietnam.
The zealous American public and Lyndon Johnson
are opposed to any international bargaining or to a re-
striction of the Vietnam air war.
Johnson, naturally embarrassed by these indirect
criticisms of the nation's action in the confict, traveled
to Rome during the holiday season to explain the Amer-
icanpositionto the pontiff.
Their conference was closed and so were the minds
of the two leaders. We doubt that they could communi-
cate due toa divergenceinphilosophy.
FORCE IS calculated to bring the enemy to his
senses, according to Johnson. Peace can be attained only
through pummelling the enemy into unconsciousness.
The Pope believes that fighting an adversary may
be a necessary evil (he has not condemned either side
in the war.) From a reading of his proposals, he also
realizes that unrelenting intensity kills the prospects of
reasoned negotiations.
Therefore he favors a halt in the air strikes against
North Vietnam that might begin a march toward peace
inAsia.
The Pope's reasoned de-escalation measure should
be implemented by the American government.It will
not be though because a nation at war considers itself
politically infallible.
New White Hope
Dan O'Donnell, active in backroom politics and un-
publicized campaigning, was thrust into public contro-
versy when he was appointedto be the 37th district rep-
resentative to the state legislature.
He replaced newly elected City Councilman Sam
Smith,Negro.O'Donnell is white.
THE 37TH district is located in Seattle's Central
Area which has a 60-40 ratio of whites toblacks. Negroes
account for barely over ten per cent of the Seattle
population.
O'Donnell's success in obtaining the selection from
the Democratic Central Committee indicates the deplor-
able state of local politics.
Work and loyalty to a partisan party won the nod
for O'Donnell. The losers were tradition and racial
harmony.
Traditionally the two representatives from the Cen-
tral District are split on racial lines. Now there are two
Caucasians.
THIS SITUATION aggravates the Negro com-
munity and justifiably so.
O'Donnell is not George Wallace; he is a liberal in
support of open housing.Despite his willingness and sin-
cerity to champion the cause of the colored man, O'Don-
nell suffers froma dark handicap.
No one, as can be witnessed by the century-oldsocial
suppressionof the Negro,can understand and politically
alleviate the plight of colored men except one of their
own skin.
Such a truth is not reverse prejudice; it expresses
thereality of the situation.
O'Donnell, caught in the squeeze of the racial revo-
lution, symbolizes the back-slapping politics that pro-
moteheated misunderstanding.
By ROBERT CUMBOW
"You Can't Take It With
You," by George S. Kauf-
man and Moss Hart, is not
the finest thing American thea-
ter has to offer. It is not great
art, nor does it boast any depth
of meaning. But what it does
have to offer is fun, a full eve-
ning of it, ranging from subtle
wit to outright farce comedy.
The play, which won the 1936
Pulitzer Prize for drama, pre-
sents to its audiences the zani-
est family in theater. Presided
over by Grandpa Martin Van-
derhof (Archie Smith), the Syca-
mores are a family of profes-
sional slackers. Vanderhof is an
elderly man who quit his job
one day thirty-five years ago,
in order to live his own life do-
ing what he wants. "Life," he
says, "is kindof beautiful if you
let it come to you." He has
chcsen to do this,and the mem-




writes plays because "eight
years ago a typewriter was de-
livered here by mistake." Her
husband, Paul (Josef Sommer),
makes fireworks in the base-
ment, aided by a funny sort of
man namedMr. De Pinna (Ber-
nard Frawley), who came to de-
liver ice some years ago, and
never left.
The Sycamores have two
daughters. Essie (Jacqueline
Coslow) makes candy and takes
ballet lessons. She is married
to Ed Carmichael (Theodore
Sorel) who sells the candy she
makes, plays thexylophone,and
enjoys printing communist slo-
gans on an oldhand-press.
Alice, theother daughterof the
Sycamores, lives a life of con-
vention. She has a job, and dis-
plays a great deal of taste and
class inher speech and clothes.
Old Grandpa himself raises
snakes, and runs the family with
a reckless abandon and carefree
joyof living reminiscent of Mur-
ray Burns in "A Thousand
Clowns."
THE BASIC conflict of the
play is a simple one, and an old
one: Alice falls in love with the
son of the president of the com-
pany she works for. They be-
come engaged, but she is reluc-
tant to go through with the
marriage because of the differ-
ence in their backgrounds and a
fear that her family will not get
along with his.
For a while it appears she is
right. Patrick Hines, as the
boy's father, is hilarious as he
reflects his scornful disapproval
of the Sycamore household in
his ever-changing facial expres-
sions. As the play nears its
clos2, however, the father is
won over to the carefree life by
a well-executed, though some-
times overpoweringly didactic,
sermon from Grandpa.
The play is not without its
flaws. In additionto the didacti-
cism of the last act, the love
scene of the first act is difficult
to take. Also, a scene in which
Grandpa's carefree defiance of
the governmentsends a revenue
agent fleeing from the house is
executedwithimproperbalance,
and does not seem credible.On
the whole, though, the humor is
well-proportioned. The entire
second act, which is a surprise
visit on the Sycamores by the
parents of the groom-to-be is
a masterpiece of farce comedy.
From the quiet, below- the -
surface humor of aparlor game,
to situational irony, to near-
slapstick (though tastefully
done), the act moves, and car-
ries its viewers with it.
THE NEW POLISHin the Rep
company's performances, which
I noted earlier this season,
seems to be high and secure.
There simply areno roles which
are poorly played.
Special kudos go toJosef Som-
Friday, January 5, 1968THE SPECTATOR
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THE BOTTLE'S PEACE: Kay Doubleday sleeps off her
gin on the Sycamores' couch as the crazy family carry
on their various activities in the Repertory's production
of "YouCan't TakeItWith You."
reaches a frenzied climax at the
chaotic close of Act 11, which
justifies the entire play and its
performance by the Rep Com-
pany.
Because "You Can't Take It
With You" is such "rollicking
family fare," the Rep has
scheduled it for the holiday sea-
son. It runs through January14.
ner, who, after portraying the
wilyhypocriteTartuffe and then
the regal, sometimes tragic
Henry IV, does a miraculous
turnabout to act the part of the
shy, self-effacing and partly
mad Paul Sycamore; to Jason
Bernard, who plays Donald,
suitor to the Sycamores' maid
and cook, Rheba, and in so do-
ing brings all the feel of the
ethnic Negro humor to the Rep
stage; andKay Doubleday who,
in a role of almost cameo di-
mensions portrays an alcoholic
actress who sleeps through the
entiresecond act.
Maureen Quinn, Bernard
Frawley, Theodore Sorel, Rich-
ard Kavanaugh, Pauline Flan-
agan, and Patrick Gorman all
come across with fine, smooth
performances. With Jacqueline
Coslow it is still too soon to tell.
The role of the grandpa is
perfect for Archie Smith, who
has endearedhimself to Repau-
diences for several years now,
due to his sympathetic portray-
al of comic old-character types
(Polonius in "Hamlet," the Cap-
tain in "Heartbreak House").
Smith is as polishedand endear-
ing as ever.
ALLEN FLETCHER'S direc-
tion sometimes sleeps, but
Education Club
Mock Interview
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Administrationwho speak for Dr.
Rousseve's right to state without
censure his intellectual convic-
tions
—
whether it be in the class-
room or in the pages of The Spec-
tator. We find the actions of the
University directed at Dr. Rous-
seve and the publication of his
article in The Spectator shocking
and disgusting. Shocking because
they were taken by University of-
ficials in the name of a Univer-
sity and disgusting because they
are repetitive of similar actions
taken in the past.
In our experience at Seattle
University, we often found that
the criteria for determining con-
troversial conflicts such as the
dispute at hand, demanded that
the questions, "What will the
alumni, friends and financial con-
tributors to the University think,
if such conduct is allowed," be
asked. An academic atmosphere
tailored to these criteria surely
suffers as a form without sub-
stance, for the more proper test
is what will the academic com-
munity think if such conduct is
proscribed. We suggest that that













Will Dr. Rousseve tell the in-
terested parents who has given
him the right or authority to
teach or indoctrinate our young
people with ideas contrary to
what we parentshave taught our
children?
Does the University pay him to
refute those moral principles
which we as parent hold sacred
regarding sex-life? Either we
should advise our young to go
elsewhere to school or "out" with
this professor.
NO DOUBT the dear professor
will say, "If young people believe
in what their parents preached,
they will not be swayed by what
he, the professor, says." But we
beg to differ.
In every family there is a weak-
ling who needs only the slightest
encouragement to leave the
straight and narrowpath. Anyone
knows the power persuasion has
over these weak ones. As parents
we shall fight vigorously anyone
who would encourage a "weak-
ling" to betray his God, his faith,himself, his family or his society.
For the past centuries society
has deemed it necessary to main-
tain certain laws of behavior in
regards to the sex-life of the
human. These laws were enacted
not only to conform to the moral
laws of God but also to protect
manand his society.
AS LATE AS 1967, do we now
need a professor to tell us society
has been quite wrong all these
centuries? Has it?
It is Dr. Rousseve who needs
some enlightenment! He needs to
study the history of mankind.He
should delve particularly into the
history of the ancient peoples and
civilizations. He may thereby
learn they did plenty of "experi-
mentation",in sex-life. The orgies
are almost unbelievable. He may
learn these ancient civilizations
perished in their own self-made
muck. He will learn why ancient
Rome ceased tobe glorious!
THE PROFESSOR willargue he
has a right- to free speech. How
about the rights of those of us
who must read his "devastating"
writings.
To put this point across: Ifyour
neighbor strew filth all over you
and the places where you had to
step— how long would you take
that and like it? These neighbors
could argue in court, too, that
they had a right to "freedom of
expression."
Tell man often or give man the
opportunity often (which is what
Dr. Rousseve advocates), to sat-
isfy man's every urge; place no
control on man's urges ordesires.
There is no limit to how low
man will debase himself, injure
his neighbor, destroy society.
BUT RAISE man's eyes and his
thoughts to nobler deeds, consid-
eration of others, teach him self-
control in all things. There
emerges a finer man, full of self-
esteem, who brings happiness to
his family, pride to his nation and
who is a benefit to all men.
Since Dr. Rousseve is only ad-
ding to the increasing debauchery
of our times, we repeat "out with
him." He should be silenced for
all times. The pen is mightier
than the sword and his pen is
today destroying our society as
wehave known and loved it.
Let Dr.Rousseve stop, look and
notice seriously the dead serious
eyes of decent Americans. "Let
him forever hold his tongue and
pen!" is what these people are
telling him.
A. Goubert
Look Out for Volcano
To the editor:
Professor Rousseve's remarks
on sex are in open violation with
Christ's own teachings on im-
morality and The Gospels, St.
Paul, all of the Popes and Saints
in the Catholic Church. Further-
more, his comments are in viola-
tion of the laws of the Church
(which is Christ).
In many places in the Holy
Bible where man lived for sex
and pleasure immorally, God
yielded His hand of Punishment
on them, as He did for Sodom
and Gomorrah. God commanded
Sarah not to look back; she did
and right there turned to salt.
At the turn of the century on
the Isle of Martique, man lived
for sex orgies, pleasure, all for
today. Why, they even took a pig
up to the top of the mountain and
crucified it in mockery of Christ's
crucifixion.Well, in about anhour
the wholemountain erupted a hot
volcano and all perished.
Don't ask for this Punishment





Iwas surely surprised to read
in the Sunday issue of Seattle
Times that S.U. had teachers with
minds like Dr. Rousseve. Every
now and then wehear from such
a man as R. J. Rousseve and
begin to understand why we are
having so much trouble with our
teenagers.
This great country of ours was
built by menwho werenot sexual
experimenters. The light bulb,
phone, auto and many other
things we enjoy would be longde-
layed if these men and many
others of their time felt they
should be doing as Dr. Rousseve,
promoting sex.
If Dr. Rousseve does not resign
promptly I sure feel that you.
Father Cronin, should do all pos-
sible to get him out of S.U. as
soon as possible; our children
should be educated and this re-
quires time to study and concen-
tration. The emphasis placed on
sex is not needed now any more
than it was in the days of our
grandparents. They built our
country, raised wonderful famil-
ies and did not have the gap be-
tween children and parents that
exists today.
You and this professor should
go down to Chinatown and you
will find plenty of gals who can
give you the information you
seem to feel is lacking in sex.
Why not give space in your paper
to these prostitutes. Iread in the
paper that tliey came out to S.U.
after being removed from the
Jackson Street section of town.
The professor evidently wants




Editor's Note: Perhaps our illus-
trious forefathers did their invent-
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"Days Ahead,'' "Wandering, ' "The Mad-
ness of Lady Bright,
'' and ''Home, Free''
are four one-acts by new playwright Lanford
Wilson. Their themes have been described
as "verbal collages treating of homosexu-
ality and incest. Playing now at the En-
semble Theatre, 107 Occidental S-, through
Jan. 13, 8:30 p.m.
"The Little Murderers, ' Jules Feiffers first
theatrical attempt, a comic satire of violence
on the streets of New York, Rep's Off-Center
Theater (Lyric Theatre), Jan. 5, 6; 12, 13,
8:30 p.m. Call MA 4-6755.
"Ondine," a romantic fantasy by JeanGiradoux, presented by the UW School of
Drama, Glenn Hughes Playhouse, Jan. 5-13,
8:30 p.m. Call 543-5636.
"The Rivals" by Richard Sheridan is the
fourth offering by the Seattle Repertory
Theatre, Seattle Center Playhouse, Jan. 24-31,
Tues.-Fri., 8 p.m.; Sat. 2:30 and 8:30 p.m.;





Instructor, performs Piano Sonata No. 2 by
Nothwest composer Michael Young. Jan. 7,
8:30 p.m.
Olympia Sundays at 4 —Pianist James
Fields, 18-year-old protege of 'Rudolf Serkin,
sponsored by Olympia Brewing Co. and
Seattle Symphony. Opera House, Jan. 7,
4 p.m. MU 2-1675.
Seattle Symphony— Pianist Byron Janis is
the guest artist in the Symphony's 7th sub-
scription concert featuring Tschoikowski's
Concerto No. 1 for Piano and Orchestra, in





60 photographs by Peter
Campbell of San Jose, Calif., "Objects and
Atmospheres' ' |Jan. 5-T9}. Also ''Automated
and Static Junk Sculpture" by Father Lee




includes 6th Century Byzantine cross and an
ancient Egyptian horus (hawk). Jan. 4-
Mar. 3.
SPECIAL EVENTS
The Moscow Circus, Seattle Center Arena,
Jan. 9 through 14. Tues.-Sat., 8 p.m.; Sat.
matinee, 2 p.m.; Sun., 1:30 and 5:30 pm.
MU 2-6755.
The National Ballet of Canada— Tschoi-
kowski's "The Nutcracker Suite," Jan. 11-14,




The New Year in Seattle be-
gan with a veritable cultural
outburst.Any new films in hopes
of competing in the '67 Academy
Awards Festival opened before
January 1. Some of the more
important films premiering in
movie theatres around Seattle
include "The Graduate" at the
Town Theatre, "Valley of the
Dolls" at the Colliseum Theatre,
"The Penthouse" at the Blue-
mouse and "The Persecution
and Assassination of Jean-Paul
Marat . . ." at the Ridgemont.
Other new films are "Wait
Until Dark," an Alfred Hitch-
cock thriller starring Audrey
Hepburn, at Seattle 7th Avenue
and "The President's Analyst"
starring James Coburn at the
Broadway. The Edgemont is
opening the new year's "experi-
mental film" series with "To be
a Crook" and "How to Rob a
Department Store."
Y W C A International Film
Series is exploring the back-
grounds of totalitarian ideolo-
gies withsuch moviesas "Black
Fox" (Jan. 5) directed by Louis
Clyde Soumen and "Mein
Kampf" produced by Swedish
Tore Sjoberg (Jan. 12). "Before
the Revolution" (Jan. 19) and
"Blood on the Balcony" (Jan.





Fr. Joseph Correa, S. J., a
member of S.U.'s psychology




sponsored by the Canadian gov-
ernment.It was part of the na-
tion's centennial celebration to
help develop international har-
mony and an understanding of
the world community.
Fr. Correa was invited to at-
tend the weekend in Edmonton,
Alberta by the Edmundton In-
ternational Committee, through
United Nations affiliations. He
represented his native India at
the conference.
ONE OF THE MOST signifi-
cant contributions to the theme
of brotherhood and understand-
ing was made through the local
committee of the World Council
of Churches. The Council sent
speakers to every religious in-
stitution in the city, regardless
of their or the speaker's religi-
ous affiliation. Miss Barbara
Ward, noted political scientist,
was the speaker at the Catholic
cathedral.
An interdenominational ser-
vice climaxed the weekend, in
which over 350 clergy partici-
pated.Barbara Ward also spoke
at this meeting.
FR. CORREA said that Miss
Ward sees the world as being
completely interdependent, so
that one man's actions affect
every other man. Yet, said Fr.
Correa, "this closeness is that
sense of brotherhood that Chris-
tianity has been seeking for
2,000 years." Father quoted
Miss Ward as saying that "we
must become world citizens
rather than citizens of particu-
lar nations or cities."
Father added his own view of
the weekend: "It is the example
of the Edmonton leaders must
be emulated if we wish the hu-
man race to survive."
Attitude Deplored
To the editor:
Mary Ann Frushour's profound
study of the nouveau riche Negro
in Seattle is perhaps the most bit-
terly amusing article to appear in
The Spectator this year.
The basic assumption that one
must not only acquire, but wisely
manipulate material possessions
to "contribute meaningfully to his
society and develop as a human
being" must have left many poor
but secure, solid citizens, strug-
gling but sincere Peace Corps
workers, Vista Volunteers, min-
isters and school teachers terribly
distraught at the prospect of en-
during such a void existence.
AH, THE glories of the Central
areaand the implication, no huge
ghetto— no stifled educational op-
portunities! Be that as it may,
God help those hundreds who al-
though not lacking these oppor-
tunities cannot yet take advan-
tage of them because, even with
twelve years of "equal educa-
tion," too many cannot read,
much less manipulate this ma-
terial prosperity.
Iwouldsincerely appreciate be-
ing informed of the source that
permits the author to expound on
the psychology of the "Boeing
Negro." Iwonder if these state-
ments on wealth carelessly dissi-
pated are derived from her own
personal observation and, if so,
whom has Miss Frushour been
observing?
Or if they were part of a grand-
er study, were these the conclu-
sions reached specifically for the
"Boeing Negro" or generally for
the newly rich, or for whom? Or
won't you tell me if they aren't a
part of the great AmericanMyth?
It's that eternal triangle of pros-
pering Negro, spats, and Havana
cigar. You can't have the first
one without the other two.
TO THIS point the amusement
was spare. But as the author
launchedinto the problem of edu-
cation in the Central area, the hi-
larious invocation of the "joy of
learning" as the full fare into
civilized society was too much to
bear. The undemonstrated irre-
sponsibility of the parent becomes
the demonstrated indolenceof the
child.
And the remedy for the sick
system is not less than the inspi-
ration of the selfless college stu-
dent. Lacking motivation from
within self or family, these disad-
vantaged are nurtured in the
abiding charity and concern of
the Tutor.
HAD ANY of the author's criti-
cisms been substantiated,Iwould
feel justified in saying that these
parents teach the wisest of les-
sons to their children. Live and
enjoy what your "wealth" can
bring for you each day. Those
long-range aesthetic joys are for
another world where men are
men. If you strive after them
there can only be the frustraion
that derives from roaming
through No Man's Land.
But since Icannot accept these
criticisms presented in this way,
Imust assume that the conclusion
is a grim joke. It's like a desper-
ately impoverishedinventor build-
ing a marvelous gadget for years.
The more elaborate is his inven-
tion, the more emaciated is his
frame. And finally when it's fi-
nished but he's dying, you ask,
"But what will it do: what is it
good for?"
"Do?" he says. "Why nothing,





As alumni of Seattle University,
we offer our encouragement and
support to those members of the
Associated Students, Faculty and
""
All right, Iadmit it! When my Minister of Finance
told me toopena savings account, I wouldn't listen.
Then - - whammo- - Waterloo! 99
(j.\ Solve your money problems by opening a Daily InterestB| Savings Account at NBofC. Interest is computed on(J daily balances and compounded quarterly at 4% per
annum. Best way in the world to protect yourself from
a financial Waterloo.
NBC
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According to Ramparts, No-
vember, 1967, the left-wing
American Catholics are fighting
and winning a war against "a
rigidly structured Church which
emphasizes order more than
freedom, which places a higher
value on obedience than on zeal
and initiative, which makes
changes reluctantly and timidly
even after the inadequacy of
previous forms are proven."
(Fr. George J.Hafner as quoted
in Ramparts.)
The Ramparts article, "Left
Wing Catholics," actually con-
tains little new information:
everyone is well aware that a
portionof the clergy is zealously
dedicated to making the Church
relevant and that the zealots
have encounteredformidableop-
position from their conservative
counterparts.
NEVERTHELESS, the article
is a comprehensive survey of
who the most important zealots
are and exactly what they're
doing and how they're doing it.
Compiledby four reporters, the
article includes extensive inter-
views with Fr. James Groppi,
the Milwaukee civil rights lead-
er; Fr. William DuBay, the
well-knownsuspendee of Cardi-
nal Mclntyre's diocese, who
spoke on campus last year;
BishopFulton J. Sheen, who has
"metamorphosed from a funda-
mentalist anti -communist and
modernist-baiter to the social
butterfly of the Renewal Move-
ment"; and Fr. George Hafner,
the famous conductor of under-
ground masses.
The Ramparts article praises
these men for being responsib-
ly involved in current religious
and political controversies.
They are not, unlike the "tra-
ditional clergy," anachronisms
nor hypocrites.
Fr. Groppi is highly praised
for his work in St. Boniface, the
Negro-ghettoparish in Milwau-
kee. He has lived and worked
with Negroes for the past four
years and last summer led civil
rights marches in Milwaukee.
Recently Fr. Groppi told a
young Negro girl to paint the
statues of Christ and the saints
black. She didit.
A SECTION OF the article is
devoted to pointingout theprob-
lem of modernizing the nuns. If
nuns continue to leave the or-
ders at the present rate, "there
will be hardly any nuns in less
than a century." The Glenmary
Sisters of the midwest recently
staged a mass exodus: 50 mem-
By PAT CURRAN
Two film comedies currently
showingdowntownpresent male
characters who indulge in sex
through skirmishes with willing
women.
In the better of the two come-
dies, "The Graduate," a college
scholar succumbs to an affair
that propels him frcm bedroom
to bridal chase. The college
character (Ben Braddock) mix-
es the uncertainties and moral
querying of Holden Caulfield
with the solemn stone face of
Buster Keaton.
THE OLDER males in "The
Penthouse" are predatory in
seeking satisfaction while the
graduate is pounced upon (he
yields easily); the penthouse
dwellers replace stumbling un-
certainty with the sharp edge
of their knife.
Comedic brilliance in "The
Graduate" however cuts deeper
into the core of modern moral
ambiguities. Benjamin Br ad-
dock accepts silent intercourse
for a time but inevitably he
breaks the extra-maritalrhythm
with attempted conversation in
bed and signals the ends of the
affair.
Bodies meet more easily than
minds.
Mrs. Robmsor, the brittle, se-
ductive woman played splendid-
ly by Anne Bancroft, entices
Ben with her body, repels him
with her values. She has no fu-
ture nor does she seek any.
AND BEN, acted superlative-
ly by smallish Dustin Huffman,
does struggle for a meaning to
his future. His predicament is
similar to the Peace Corps com-
mercial in which the student
listens to a series of contradic-
tory voices counseling him on
his vocation.
Ben uses his affair to drown
these voices. The camera cuts
silently from his pouncing and
drifting on a rubber mattress
in the family pool to his thresh-
ings on the box mattress with
Mrs. Robinson.
Water and silence are major
symbols in the movie. In one
crucial sequence Ben and Mrs.
Robinson, sopping wet from a
run in the rain, confront the
Robinson daughter with the fact
of the affair.
AFTER THE revelation the
camera noiselessly freezes Mrs.
Robinson against the corners of
a white wall, then sharply pulls
away to indicate her isolation.
This and other directorial
touches marks the highachieve-
ment of Mike Nichols. Ambig-
uous pretension as practiced by
an Ingmar Bergman is not the
aim of Nichols however. He
seeks and supplies entertain-
ment. His major source is the
performanceof Dustin Hoffman.
HOFFMAN IS neither a rock-
jawed Hudson nor an emotion-
ally handsome Paul Newman.
Hoffman's nose cartilage juts
out and his chin recedes; his
voice seldom reaches above a
nasal monotone.
The graduate's favorite eva-
sive reply is "right" and Hoff-
man treats the word with the
same intensity as saying "left."
The two intruders in "The
Penthouse" evidence more in-
tense energy — as when they
copulate with a drunken, cap-
tive girl — than Ben but their
dialogue has less logic than his
replies.
TOM AND DICK, ostensibly
meter readers, invade the pent-
house and invoke a reign of
terror upon an adultrous hus-
band and a young woman.Grim
humor arises out of this situa-
tion as Dick and Tom pick at
each other's respectivepatholog-
ical obsessions: swearing and
darkness.
Various elements in these two
movies have divided critics and
upset audiences. The language
in both is sprinkled with 'god-
dams' and assorted curses;
these expressions heighten
meaningmore than they gener-
ate shock.
Nudity and a moral accept-
ance of usuallyoutlawed actions
have resulted in a condemned
(C) rating stamped by the Na-
tional Catholic Office of Motion
Pictures on "The Penthouse"
and an A-IV (special classifi-
cation) ratingupon "The Gradu-
_.t_
A BRIEF SEXUAL petting
scene and a complete view of
the backside femaleanatomy in
"The Penthouse" were judged
as audience aphrodisiacs by the
Catholic Office. One can see
more sly hints at sex in five
minutes of a James Bond thrill-
er than in the 100 frank minutes
of "The Penthouse"; skimpily
covering up the obvious is al-
ways safer with the censors,
however.
In "The Graduate," snips and
subliminal flashes of Miss Ban-
croft's anatomy hit the eye;
here quickness saved condem-
nation.
Both films ultimately have
positive, even Christian morals.
"The Graduate" is redeemed
from skepticism through un-
questioning faith in another per-
son
FOLLOWING THEIR degra-
dation in the penthouse, the girl
and adulterous husband offer the
disturbed Tom and Dick a false
absolution. The two men again
tie up their captives; and in an
ironic reversal Tom and Dick
administer the correctional dis-
cipline, not the societal forgive-
ness, that should be imposedup-
on them.
"The Graduate" is at the
Town Theatre. Only two days
remainin the downtown engage-
ment of "The Penthouse" but




ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP)— Ran-
dy Runyon would have been a
Harvard senior this year. But
he is not.
He is a St. John's freshman.
With little more than a year
standing between him and a
Harvard degree, he chose to
start college all over again at
the tiny nonsectarian college in
Annapolis,Md.
He's not the first student to
make this surprising move.
LINDA CARITHERS, whowas
a junior on the dean's Hst at the
University of New Mexico,
wanted to transfer to the little
college which refuses to accept
transfer students.
Like Randy, she "flunked"
herself into the freshman class.
Why wouldgoodstudents take
this great leap backward?
Randy Runyon did it because
he says he wanted to go for-
ward. "Backward and forward
depend on where you want to
go," he says. "College should
give you an education as well
as a degree.Iwas getting a de-
gree but not an education.
"I was getting professional
training, but an education is
something different. Education
'should prepare you to deal with
all of life, how to make sense of
what's going on around you and
how to appreciate what is writ-
ten and said about it.
"I want to be educated as a
human being, not trained as a
physicist or an historian. That
can come later."
"The experienceat St. John's
itself is worth it. There is real
intellectual excitement here, a
joy to learning.The students are
here because they want to be.
If a student doesn't enjoy it, he
leaves.
"At Harvard very few people
enjoy their studies. They endure
them for the sake of a degree.
And Harvard is probably a lot







Church Leftists Fight Rigidity
bers left the order to continue
their work among the Appala-
chian poor, "not as religious—
but as laywomen." In order to
keep its nuns, the Church must
loosen up its convent rules ac-
cording to Ramparts.
Underlying the article is the
assumption that there is no
sound theological basis for the
Church to remain entrenched in
the past—Ramparts wouldadvo-
cate that all clergymen commit
themselves to the racial prob-
lem and the war in Vietnam,
"The general concern of all
priests in the expandingCatholic
left," it points out, "is the gen-




education politics, all individual
initiative."
drivers and jaywalkers got tick-
ets at about the same rate as
when the usually unshaved and
mustachioed policemen were in
charge. The police followed the
air force in recruiting women.





el of Asian women's emancipa-
tion, saw 300 glamorously uni-
formedgjrls takeover this week










off right by dancing in the
"4 Below" Atmosphere in Bellarmine
$1.25 Stag
$2 O5 per couple
Sponsored by the New Conservatives
Ski Buffsdo it!
English £eather @
For men who want to be wherethe
action Is. Very schussy. Very mas-
culine. ALL-PURPOSELOTION.
$2.50. $4.00, $6.50. From the com-
plete array ofENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.
A PRODUCT OF MIM COMPANY,INC.NORTHVAIE. N J 07W7
Eddi'e Mullens, who is athletic publicity director at
the University of Texas at El Paso (formerly Texas
Western), had this to say in a recent press release:
"There may be a spot in basketball today for the little
man but Don Haskins, who has built an empire at UTEP,
still maintains you need a big,old good one to be a con-
sistent winner."
As far as S.U. basketball fans are concerned, truer
words were never spoken. The Chieftains, who are suf-
fering from a decided dearth of height, have sputtered
toa 4-8record so far this season.
THE BLAME, of course, cannot be placed on S.U.'s
present coaching staff, butrather on the recruiting lapses
of past coaching regimes.However,before criticizingfor-
mer coaches too severely,it should be pointed out that
past freshman teams have sportedsome tall players with
potential (how much potential is debatable).
But in both the '65-'66 and *66-'67 seasons low gpa's
decimated the ranks of the Papooses. So let's hope that
(1) Coach Bucky Buckwalter can corral some "biggies"
in the future and (2) that Mike Gilleran,Bob Horn and
Willie Blue (thisyear's Papoose front court) study hard.
UCLA Cagers Roll Again
Speaking of big men, how about the way that Lew
Alcindor and his UCLA team are smashing their oppo-
nents? After barely squeakingby Prudue (79-77) in their
first game, the Bruins have mauled their opponents by
margins of up to 50 points.
THE CLASHbetween the number-one ranked Bruins
and the number-two ranked Houston University Cougars
should be awesome. Even though the Cougars will have
the home court advantage (the game will be played in
the Astrodome) the fearsome Bruins should win by at
least 10 points.
Packers to Face Oakland
The major "bowl games" seemed to be the best ever
this year.The onlygame whoseoutcome was not in doubt
late in the second half was the Rose Bowl in which the
Southern California Trojans bounced Indiana,14-3.
In the pro ranks the Green BayPackers proved once
again that they are the best team in the NFL, as they
put away the Los Angeles Rams for the division title,
then edged the Dallas Cowboys for the championship.
THE OAKLAND Raiders completely outclassed their
AFL opponents this season and there are some who are
brash enough to predict an Oakland victory in the Super
Bowl. However the Raiders will find the Packers' de-
fense more difficult to penetrate than any they have
encountered this season.
The Packers should win by at least a touchdown.
Basketball Confronts Intramural
Referees
Intramural basketball will begin next Tuesday, and
the same referees who mediated the football wars will be
back for the hardcourt action. We all know that basket-
ball is the hardest sport to referee.
So referees, please make a special effort to watch
the games carefully. Players, let's allow the referees to
call the games. In this way, maybe the monumental
arguments that plaguedfootball will not reoccur.
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"Chiefs Need 'Big Man'"Papooses Better Study
By TERRY ZAREMBA
The Chieftains ended their
holidaybasketball schedule with
the same kind of record
—
medi-
ocre — that they started with.
The Chiefs emerged from the 2-
week-long stint with a 3-5 rec-
ord, stretching their total won-
lost record to 4-8.
The Chieftains lost their first
holiday contest to Evansville,
78-66. The S.U. troops could
never get moving against the
Purple Aces, who pulled a sur-
prise by changing their style of
play from running and shooting
to a disciplined, patterned of-
fense. The slow tempo of the
game was evident during the
first few minutes, as the first
basket of the game, by Steve
Looney, was not scored until
five minutes had elapsed.
S.U. COULD not shake itself
out of the doldrums, as it con-
tinually made bad passes and
muffed rebounds. The team's
shooting also let down, as it
shot 34 per cent to the Aces'
50 per cent.
The next night, however, Se-
attle played one of their finest
games by downing Ohio Univer-
sity, 76-68. This was an exciting
game, with the lead changing
hands almost basket for basket
in the first half.
However, S.U. kept on driving
and began pulling away with a
few minutes left in the half. At
halftime, the team led 41-34.
During the second half, Ohio
came back and whittled away
until the score was tied 60-all
after 12 minutes. The Chiefs
were able to keep their cool and
suppress this rally to win going
away.
ByMIKE FRUSHOUR
THE CHIEFS then headedfor
Tampa to play in the Tampa
Invitational. The Chieftains got
off to a great start by beating
their first round opponent, Rut-
gers, as they came from behind
to win by a 74-63 score.
Rutgers jumped to an early
lead but with consistent per-
formances from Little, West,
and LaCour, S.U. dominated the
second half and won handily.
Jim Gardner showed much im-
provement while filling in for
Dick Brenneman, who suffered
a pinchednerve in his back.
The next night, the Chiefs lost
the championship game of the
tournament to St. Bonaventure,
83-77. S.U. ledby as much as 11
points early in the game, but
could not maintain the pace.
The hot shooting of Little and
Looney kept Seattle ahead in
these early stages,but the Bon-
nies soon pulled away and iced
the game with an unanswered
10 point burst in the final four
minutes.
S.U. then journeyed to Toledo
in hopes of brightening the
"YOU CAN'T HAVE IT!" Chieftain Mike O'Brien pulls
the ball away from Gerald McKee of Ohio University.
The Chiefs won this game, which was held on Dec. 16,
by a 76-68 score. Spectator photoby Emmett Lane
Christmas season. The Chiefs
almost pulled it out, losing a
squeaker, 87-85. EveryChieftain
played superlative ball against
the taller Rockets.
Little led '' scorer, with 24,
while Wilkins ! Steve Mix,
Toledo's All-America candidate,
to 16 points, 8 short of his aver-
age. S.U. had a five point lead
with just four minutes left to
play,but in that time the Rock-
ets made4 of 7 foul shots, while
the Chiefs made only one of
four. This failure brought about
the closing minutes' defeat.
THE CHIEFS finally returned
to Seattle hoping to win their
third straight Legion Invitation-
al title. This was not to be, as
they lost the first game on Dec.
30, 80-72, at the hands of the
Texas A&M Aggies. S.U. again
had trouble at the foul line, as
it has had so many times this
year. Throughout the game,Lit-
tle and Looney kept the Chiefs
going with their hot shooting,
with Little scoring 26, tops for
the game.
In the consolation game, the




Little and Looney starred as
the Chiefs ran away from the
Colorado State Rams, with Lit-
tle's scoring leading the game
with 18. In the second half, S.U.
kept a commanding lead and
Coach Buckwalter was able to
clear his bench.
This Wednesday night the S.U.
forces lost a 59-58 squeaker to
the University of Hawaii Rain-
bows. The Chiefs will play serv-
ice teams in Hawaii tonight and
tomorrow night.
The Chiefs' next few games
will be played away from home,
but they will return home on
January 25 to play Montana











"The Natural Soul" Intramural Basketball Begins Tomorrow
The intramuralbasketballseason will beginunofficially tomor-
how wheneach of the 17 teams is givenhalf the court for a 45-min-
ute practice session. Official league play oegins next Tuesday and
Wednesday. The schedule:
Tomorrow -^-^—^—^^-^— —^— —^— — — —^-^_^__




10:30-11:15 a.m.— ROTC, fiorn losers !"* Ik I |- f\
!Vin!2,r°,nn~Al>t" a En&noe;5 raps INow o-U12:30-1:15— Justice League, Chambers "
1:15-2 p.m.— Gaussians, Satyrs
2-245 p.m —sixth Floor, chiefs The SeattleU. Papoosesupped
2:45-3:30 p.m.— Poi Pounders, Invaders . . „ ,
3:30-4:15 p.m.— Banchees their record to 5-0 with three
T6*30Op'mJ— juttice league vs. aphi o wins over the holidays in*
also Zt^TZir^L eluding one each over city ri-
9:30 p.m.— Poi Pounders vs. vice squad valsU.W. and S.P.C. The scores:
Wednesday, Jan. 10 qii ni ChnrflinA Frnsh fi^- «? II6:30 p.m.— Satyrs vs. Invaders &.U. 31, SnOreiine rTOSnDJ, S.U.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
HOUSEKEEPING ROOMS MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS HELP WANTED
CLEAN, Quiet. One block from cam- THESES, term papers on IBM electric "ARE YOU A SPEED READER" an LIVE-IN baby sitter for about four
pus. EA 2-965S or EA 5-3870. typewriter. Mrs. Rich. WE 7-2423. opportunity to fully express your jays from January 21 to 25. Six
Spectator ClaSSifiedS __"B Pf
° ° r n °.n lp6.!d I?/.. school children, one preschoolermrmm _»__s_ ss««* ing. Free questionnaire write: Sur-
At 6c per word, your most TYPING: Three pages $1.00. Call vey "}"" Box -793, Seattle, Wash- $IO/day plus room and board. D.
economical salesman. MA 3-1461. ington98M7 W. Schroeder. EA 5-5638.
ONLY IN THE POST-INTELLIGENCER!
K^M Emmett Watson
j|"^> v'ews the big one
USING WORDS to size up the 747 is somewhat is a lounge, which can be designed, according tolike the three blind men trying to describe an the airlines' preference, to be almost anything. Itelephant,and if all the adjectives used to do so were can De a card rooni) a conference room, or it canput aboard as cargo, the thing probably wouldn't accommodate a barber shop or a honeymoon suite."fly. "Jumbo." "Mammoth." "Gigantic." These
words, just about in that order, thread their way IT WAS NOT easy to digest all this quickly. Mythrough almost anv storv I've read about the 747, train of thought was sidetracked by the interestingsoIhereby offer "Brobdingnagian" as a new word possibilities that might arise in a barber shop or ato the game. A nice adjective to use in747 country, honeymoon suite if the plane got into turbulent air.since "Brobdingnag" was the word Jonathan Swift
coined to describe the land of giants in "Gulliver's "Eight feet, eight inches," said Mr.Purdy, re-Travels." ferring to the air intake of the 747's jet engines.
"The air intake on these engines is just about the
Anyway, there was old Gullible, namely me, size of a B-17's fuselage." Pointing to the verticaltraveling to Boeing's land of giants in Renton the stabilizer (or "tail," as it is called by experts like
other night, one of two bus loads herded together me), he added: "From the ground to the top of
for the event. The rest of the party consisted of the vertical stabilizer measures exactly 63»/2 feet."
state-wide general aviation people (the people who while Iwas mentally calculating that this was
fly those little Cessnas and Pipers and such), m0re than three stories high, he threw in the
rounded up for an inspection tour of the 747's inte- clincher: "The horizontal stabilizer measures only
nor. We all gathered in Boeing's "sales presenta- io feet less than the wing span of Boeing's 737."
tion room," and Ifell into a seat on one side of an
enormously long conference table, feeling very un- THE 747 GOES into production inmid-May, will
worthy. It's a humbling experience,Itell you, to "roll out" about mid-October, and will be flying
find yourself occupyinga chair that probably seated almost exactly one year from today. Pan Ameri-
somebody with a $20 million line of credit. can> tne first buyer, has tentatively scheduled its
first flight in the fall of 1969. "Already," added
UP IN FRONT of us was a tall, enthusiastic Purdy, "Pan Am has 165 confirmed reservations
young fellow named Bill Purdy, a customer and "r this flight— and the people don't even know
information man for the 747 program. It became where it's going." (Actually, his figures need up-
instantly apparen- that Mr. Purdy did not feel he dating: 252 people have reserved flights. "Probably
was pushing another Edsel. "I get a bit irritated from New York to London," says Pan Am.)
by some of the questions people ask," he said at 0NE IS N0T prepared for the interior. Big itone point. The answer is, yes, it will fly. This is ou ex ect that. £ ut tne comfortable, housing-settled 1 was ready to believe anything else about like structure makes it unlike any other airplane,the 747. Seats are wider,aisles handier;13-15 lavatories will.,_ _._ ,, ., „ ,. ., be installed. Its 18 wheels will enable the 747 to land
s __.Jhe ?47' la\d<"r .Urd .' sta"dl"g.be?lde a at any existing jet runway but-ah,here's the rubl/40th scale model, "is not just another airplane." _not/an airpSrt in the world is yet equipped toHavingsaid what goes without saying, he proceeded handle the passengers and baggage. The 747 willto rattle off a few statistics. De eqUippec] vvith three movie systems, a TV sys-,, . tern and seven music channels; in short, if youTHIS PLANE, he said is 188 feet long— wanted to buy three tickets, in three classes, youthat is, the interior part you11 be seeing is 188 feet could see three different movies on your way tolong. The airplane is 231 feet long over all. Ithas a Japan195-foot wingspread, the wing area is 5,500 square
feet, it will take off at approximately 710,000 pounds GOING HOME, Ibegan thinking of that day,
gross weight, and will carry 490 people. a year from now, when somebody (what pilot?)
will wheel this 700,000-pound monster down the run-
"The raised portion here," he added, pointing way at Paine Field. The first flight. It reminded
to a graceful hump toward the nose, extendingback me of my friend, Lyle Flick, a pilot, who an-
about as far as the wing, "this is the second deck. swered a man saying, "Just think, somebody's
The second deck is necessary, so that cargo can be going to fly that thing. There he goes, down the
loaded underneath through the hingednose. The 747 runway— and he's going to FLY it!" Mr. Flick
will carry 110 tons of cargo. The top deck accom- looked thoughtful, and replied softly: "He'd BET-
modates the flight crew, and behind the flight crew TER fly it."
GREAT WRITING MAKES A NEWSPAPER GREAT
Seattle Post Intelligencer
CALL MAIN 2-2000 FOR HOME DELIVERY I
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Activities







Education Club, Mock Inter-
view, 7:30 p.m., Pigott 551.
Tutoring Begins
Winter quarter tutoring
sessions at the St. Peter Cla-
ver Center begin tomorrow.
Tutors are needed for both
the 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. ses-
sions. The Claver Center is
located at 16th and Jefferson
streets.
Interviews are now being held
for summer jobs at Yellowstone
National Park. Selected appli-
cants will receivepre-employment
instruction at Seattle Community
College. Information and applica-
tion forms may be obtained from








■ Balance the Budget?
■ Shuffle Papers?
Let's face it. There are some
things that have to be done. In
that we differ from no other
priest.
But — the Paulist feels he can
rise above the everyday tasks
that must be done. Because he
isan individual and is treated
accordingly, he is free to de-
velophis own innate talents to
achieve his goals.Individuality
is the keynote of the Paulists.
We depend on the individual
to make his own unique con-
tribution. We welcome it. We
all profit by it.




of service to Godand man.
If youareinterested inmaking
a greater contribution with
your life as a priest write to
the Paulists today foraspecial
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